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Birthday Parties
Slime Workshops
Afterschool Clubs
Events
Carnivals & Festivals
School fates
Themed Events - Halloween, Christmas, Easter ect
Merchandise - Slime DIY Kits - T-shirts ect 

Welcome, thank you for your interest and downloading this guide. 

I wanted to give a brief outline of the earning potential with this opportunity to help make up your
mind if this course is right for you. 

Even though there are no guarantees of earnings, I would just like to show you the potential and how
soon your investment can be recovered. 

There are a few different ways to earn with slime including
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Slime Birthday Parties:

 
 

A typical birthday party will be up to 20 children. We will explain in the course how you should start at
around 10 to begin with, then extend to a max of 20 after you have put on a few. Parties are typically

for 2 hours and will make two slimes.  Typical costs can be
 

Supplies (Glue, shaving foam, paint ect, full ingredients and suppliers list will be given)    £17.00
         

Venue 2 Hour Hire (if not using your own)   £30 (£15 per hour) 
 

Travel Costs   £10
 

TOTAL : £57
 

Typical Party of 20 children would be £250 giving a profit before tax of £193.
 

There are some variables to think of, most parents will take charge of booking the venue themselves,
and you would just turn up and offer the service, saving you the venue cost.

 
I would strongly advice, with big parties (15 or more), to have an assistant to help out, so 2 hour min

wage should be taking into account. 
 

Over the weekend, it is possible to attend 3 birthday parties a day for instance, 10 to 12 pm, 1 to 3pm
and 4 to 6pm. During busy weeks, we would also fit in a party on a Friday after school. 

 
Not all parties will be for 2 hours, in the course, I will show you the different packages you could offer

and prices ie one hour. This is ideal if you are also incorporating things like soft play, party food, or
Mascots.
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Please be aware that this is a guide, results are not guranteed and will depend on the
effort you put in.  



Slime Workshops:

 
 

Slime workshops are ideal for putting on around your parties, to make sure you have a consistant 
 income. They can be themed in lots of ways to ensure they sell out every time ( this will be taught in

the course) 
 

A typical slime workshop will be up to 20 children. We will explain in the course how you should start at
around 10 to begin with, then extend to a max of 20 after you have put on a few. Workshops are

typically for 2 hours and will make two different slimes.  Typical costs can be
 

Supplies (Glue, shaving foam, paint ect, full ingredients and suppliers list will be given)    £17.00
         

Venue 2 Hour Hire (if not using your own)   £30 (£15 per hour) 
 

Travel Costs   £10
 

TOTAL : £57
 

Typical price for a slime workshop ticket is around £10 
 

20 children would be £200 giving a profit before tax of £143. Two workshops a day could bring a typical
profit of £286 or 3 a day £429. There will then be opportunities to increase thi buy selling DIY slime kits

and merchandise, they are very popular and consistently  sell for around £10 a kit. 
 

Again there are some variables to think of, most venues will give you a cheaper "day" rate that will
save you money. 

 
 Again I would strongly advice,  to have an assistant to help out, so 2 hour min wage should be taking

into account. 
 

Typical works shops on the weekend are Morning and afternoon. They are also very popular during
Bank holidays, school holidays and special occasions such as Halloween, Christmas, Ester ct. 

 
Not all workshops will be for 2 hours, in the course, I will show you the different packages you could

offer and prices ie one hour. This is ideal if you are also incorporating things like soft play, party food,
or Mascots.
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Please be aware that this is a guide, results are not guranteed and will depend on the
effort you put in.  



After School Clubs & Holiday Clubs :

 

 
 
 

After school clubs are again an ideal way of keeping consistent revenue coming in. It also allows you
to build up your customer base of regulars, this ensures any workshops you then put on will sell out,

as well as an increase in other services such as birthday parties. 
 

You can do different themes each week to keep it fresh and the can be run from one hour making
one slime to two hours making two. 

 
One hour session making one slime

 
Supplies £8.50
Venue hire £15

Travel Costs £10
 

Total £ 33.50
 

Two hour session making two slime
 

Supplies £17.00
Venue Hire £30

Travel Costs £10
 

Total £57
 

We have found that the typical costs for after school clubs are around £5 for one hour and £10 for
two. Again, after you have put on a few, you will be able to have up to 20 attend, giving you a profit of

 
One hour sessions £66.50

Two hour sessions £143
 

In the course we will go over the best ways to market your after school clubs to get them full every
week. 
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Please be aware that this is a guide, results are not guranteed and will depend on the
effort you put in.  



Events, Carnivals, Festivals & School

Fates :

 

 
 
 

This is where you can make more revenue than usual. Especially over busy months such as Easter,
Summer, Halloween & Christmas.

 
These are where there are many in attendance, typically 1000`s and you can expect at large, busy

events to have around 200 children making slimes.
 

During the course, we will cover everything that holding or attending at event involves, how to set up
for being outside and how to prepare everything before hand.

 
At these events a typical price to make one slime is £5 giving a revenue of £1,000. 

These type of events are also the best for selling DIY kits and merchandise, this can really bump up
revenue in the hundreds. 

 
Of course, every event is different, sometimes there is a cost to attend, sometimes not. In our

typical busy period of events, we would consistently have 200 children make a slime 
 

In the course we will go over how to find events to attend all year round, even during the winter
months. 
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Please be aware that this is a guide, results are not guranteed and will depend on the
effort you put in.  



How Will The Course Work? :
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FAQ`s :
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